Figure 7: Avalanche Hazard Areas Recommended for Re-evaluation and Mapping, Lower Glacier Creek Valley: The areas circled in red above represent general locations of avalanche hazard areas that are incorrectly mapped on MOA avalanche maps and require re-mapping, or areas that are unmapped, developed, and have high use. These include:

- **Area 1**: West side of Glacier Creek, Turnagain Arm to California Creek (Problem: incorrect mapping/misleading information).
- **Area 2**: East side of Glacier Creek, Turnagain Arm to Virgin Creek (Problem: incorrect mapping/misleading information).
- **Area 3**: Alyeska Resort, Arlberg Road to Glacier Bowl Ridgecrest and Baumann Bump (Problem: unmapped/misleading/heavily used & developed).
- **Areas 4 and 5**: See Figure 8